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Content with CopyPress

CASE STUDY

6,000%
Increase in traffic 

for key client

800%
Improvement in 

keyword rankings

“CopyPress makes it easy to 
scale content production and 
still meet your clients’ goals 

and metrics.

As a growing agency, it’s 
really helpful to have so much 
writing and SEO expertise at 

your disposal.”

Julie Hayes,  

Content Manager, 
Lokal Media House
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Challenges
Maintaining content quality as the 
agency expands at pace

Digital marketing agency Lokal Media House built an 
ambitious growth plan to expand from 14 to 400 clients in the 
next three years.

Creating quality content at scale was already a challenge for 
the agency’s small team. With rapid expansion around the 
corner, the problem was only going to multiply.

Lokal Media House helps 
local businesses reach more 
customers online through a mix 
of SEO support, paid advertising, 
social media, and website 
development.

Highlights

Challenges

• Expanding agency from 14  
to 400 clients in the next 
three years

• Creating high-quality content 
at scale

• Meeting numerous customer 
niches, each with different 
tones and demographics

• Lacking the in-house 
bandwidth to meet client 
demand for SEO-focused 
content

Solution

Lokal Media House partnered 
with CopyPress and:

• Assembled an experienced 
team of writers with skills in 
every client niche

• Established custom style 
guides so writers captured 
the right tone and brand 
voice for every client

• Organized the order process 
with comprehensive order 
sheets, never missing a detail

• Produced on-brand,  
SEO-optimized articles  
from day one

• Maintained quality, even with 
large orders

“We’re a lean team and we wear a lot of different hats 
for our clients,” explains Content Manager Julie Hayes. 

“We do extensive work defining the right strategy to 
improve clients’ online visibility, understanding who 
their customers are, researching competitors’ sites, 
and looking for keyword opportunities. Realistically, 

we only had the bandwidth to write one article a 
month for each of our clients.”

The complexity of their client base made life even tougher. 
Customer businesses operated across three different niches, 
each with specific tones and demographics, requiring Lokal 
Media House to carefully adapt content for each one.



Results

• Expanded the online 
visibility and audience 
reach of the agency’s clients

• 6,000% increase in organic 
traffic for key client

• 800% increase in   
keyword rankings

• Content team regained 
hours of bandwidth to 
support growth-focused 
activities 

• Dependable content team 
in place to seamlessly scale 
production as the agency 
grows

“We have to tailor our content to many different 
types of clients with unique journeys, needs, and 

keywords—so creating quality content takes time,” 
explains Julie. 

“If we tried to write at the pace our clients and 
agency needed, we’d never have been able to 

achieve the high quality they expected.”

With clients increasingly looking for more strategic writing 
support—plus a huge uplift in client numbers on the 
horizon—Lokal Media House needed a solution to create 
high volumes of quality content consistently, and to scale 
that rapidly.

“We have to tailor our content to 
many different types of clients, 

with unique journeys, needs, and 
keywords—so creating quality 

content takes time.”
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Solution
Solving Lokal’s agency growing pains with an entire team of 
quality writers on hand

Lokal Media House discovered CopyPress, which makes it easy to add quality content resources to any 
agency team, and ensures they continue to meet their own clients’ expectations as they grow. 

While CopyPress provides complete content solutions, including strategy development, topic research, 
and publishing, Lokal Media House wanted just one thing: an entire team of experienced writers and 
editors available at short notice. 

Because CopyPress works with 2,757 certified writers and editors, they assembled a dependable team 
with the skills to create high-performing content across every one of Lokal’s client niches.

Simple process for ordering content

To ensure the writing process is organized from the start, CopyPress provides an order sheet, which Julie 
completes for every article. 

This makes it easy to put every critical piece of project information in one place, and ensure no detail  
is missing.

“The order sheet keeps everything super organized,” says Julie. “We tell CopyPress the type 
of content we need, and add descriptions, resources, SEO target keywords, and competitors’ 

articles. There’s also a solid review and  approval process for an article. The order sheet makes 
passing the baton between CopyPress, ourselves, and our clients really simple.”

Initially, CopyPress worked with Lokal to create custom style guides for every one of their clients. This 
ensured writers were able to capture the right style, brand voice, and vision for each project, and stay 
consistent on future articles.
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Producing large-scale quality content

Lokal were at first apprehensive about whether CopyPress would be able to deliver the high-quality 
content their clients expected. But they didn’t have to worry. From day one, articles were on-brand and 
SEO-ready, even when they placed a large order with a tight deadline.

Whatever the task, tone, and end goal, Julie trusts CopyPress to provide the content she needs. Whenever 
a revision is needed, CopyPress is responsive and turns edits around quickly. 

“Having style guides in place is incredibly beneficial, because we have so many different 
audiences we cater to,” says Julie. “When we review content, it’s also great to have a point of 

reference to look back at.” 

She adds: “These are living documents, where we refine and collaborate to shift the tone 
if necessary. Recently, I’ve been adding more detail into the guides and I quickly saw that 

CopyPress’s content reflected the new changes. Just knowing that somebody is reading them, 
paying attention, and responding in a timely way is awesome.”

“CopyPress’s content is great,” she says. “They often provide the same writer for specific clients, 
who are experts in that niche. I think that really helps ensure the voice, tone, and structure 
are consistent across every piece of content. With our style guides in place, content stays 

consistent if other writers step in.”

“There was a time when CopyPress wrote 10 blogs in a short time for us. We felt they would 
read better in the second person and we also wanted the writer to consider a number of other 
links,” explains Julie. “They took the feedback well and when they sent the revised articles back 

through, they were great. I was really happy with the way they took direction.”



“CopyPress set up a Slack channel for us, which makes immediate communication easy with 
them,” says Julie. “My client success manager is always there and follows up. I hear from her 

multiple times a week and feel I have a true content partner.”

CopyPress’s responsiveness and attentiveness to client service have impressed Julie just as much as its 
content quality.

“CopyPress’s content is great. They often 
provide the same writer for specific 

clients, which helps ensure the voice, 
tone, and structure are consistent across 

every piece of content. 

With our style guides in place, content 
stays consistent if other writers step in.”
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Results
Achieving clients’ business outcomes—and saving time and money 
on content creation

Working with CopyPress helped Lokal Media House transform the online visibility and success of 
numerous clients. 

In one example, CopyPress’s keyword-rich content pieces helped a landscaping company increase 
organic traffic by 6,000% and keyword rankings by 800%.

These impressive traffic spikes appear across their entire client base. Even the smallest jump shows a 
massive 535% increase in organic traffic.  

“Our clients are seeing so much growth just from CopyPress’s content,” says Julie. “It’s 
really exciting to see how our clients benefit from this growth. Being at the top of the rankings 

means everything to our clients and CopyPress is a part of that journey in such a big way.”

“It’s pretty incredible to be able to get so much content produced at one time,” says Julie. 

“Now I don’t have to spend my own time writing, I have so much extra bandwidth to contribute 
to our growth, sales, marketing automation, and our internal communications, which all 

benefit our business and growth.” 

She adds: “Working with CopyPress gave a lot of time and energy back to our whole team. As a 
small team, having this whole other writing resource that’s accountable and at our disposal is 

amazing, especially as we continue to grow.”

With CopyPress, Lokal Media House scales content without sacrificing quality. This year alone, they 
provided 366 articles, a level that Lokal Media House could never have achieved alone.

By turning copywriting over to CopyPress’s experts, Lokal Media House saves time and money.
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Julie recommends CopyPress to other agencies looking to expand content production, while avoiding the 
cost of hiring in-house writers. 

“I would say go for it,” she says. “CopyPress makes it really easy to scale content 
production and still meet your clients’ goals and metrics. They’re really organized and the 

writing is high quality. As a growing business, it’s really helpful to have so much writing and 
SEO expertise at your disposal.”

“Working with CopyPress gave a lot of 
time and energy back to our whole team. 
As a small team, having this whole other 

writing resource that’s accountable and at 
our disposal is amazing.”



Find out more about 
what CopyPress can do 

for agencies.

LEARN MORE

https://www.copypress.com/partner-solutions/agencies/

